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The scholarly debate about the influence of population density on COVID-19 spread points to 
a question: whether it is a larger population density, or a larger size of the population, that actually 
accelerate the spread of the virus1. To figure out an answer in the US context, proper considerations 
should be taken to deal with three highly-influential determinants of the shape of a COVID-19 
curve: the timeline of policy interventions, the metro and non-metro division, and the phase of 
pandemic. To safely unmask the effect of population size and density at county level, I introduce 
a group of “seasonal surges” and “COVID-19 policy reaction” variables, which measure to what 
extent a pandemic surge happened in a season, and whether the surge was followed by effective 
policy intervention within the season. Besides, a group of interaction variables based on the 
division of metro and non-metro counties are added to address some socio-cultural differences.  
To generally interpret the results, population density positively correlates with COVID-19 
spread, while population negatively correlates with COVID-19 spread. However, in the early phase 
of pandemic, density had negative impact only in metro counties, although in later phases the effect 
of density no longer differed between metro and non-metro counties. The negative impact of 
population on COVID-19 cases are most observable in non-metro counties, while its coefficient 
for metro counties was evidently smaller.  
Keywords: COVID-19, density, population, policy, pandemic 
  
                            
1 The spread of COVID-19 virus could be evaluated by various indicators including accumulative reported cases and case rate, 
accumulative reported deaths and death rate, and test positivity rate. To address potential biases and offer insights as 
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Chapter 1. Background and Introduction 
1.1 Purpose of Study 
To understand how the two important attributes of population – size and density – affect the 
on-going pandemic, could be of great importance for urban planners, especially under the probable 
premise that the COVID-19 might end up becoming an endemic (which occurs seasonal and 
couldn’t be eradicated) residing in modern cities. As the existing studies didn’t exclude the 
influence of many indirect factors that could partly magnify or diminish the actual impact of 
density, my study would prioritize the elimination of these interferences by including necessary 
additional variables, based on which I could unmask the net impact of density and size on COVID-
19 growth.  
Besides, whether or not a county is “metro” could to some extent affect the roles of population 
size and density in pandemic. This would also teach a lesson for planners on how urbanization and 
socio-economic integration might influence the marginal public health cost of the growth of 
population density and size at the scale of a county in United States.  
1.2 Research Question 
(1) How did population density and population size influence COVID-19 spread (reported 
COVID-19 cases rate and identified COVID-19 deaths rate, separately) of US counties in different 
stages of pandemic?  
(2) In metro and non-metro counties, do density and population size have the same extent of effect 




1.3 Background and Literature Review 
The global COVID-19 crisis has brought public attention to the vulnerability of large cities 
facing a pandemic, while researchers debate on the major contributor – whether high population 
size or population density actually account for such vulnerability. From the perspective of urban 
planners, the debate involves two dimensions of a modern city: the size and the density. How these 
two dimensions play a role in the ongoing pandemic will give practical lessons to the future trend 
of pandemic-resistant urban planning.  
Intuitively, we might infer that high population density may be associated with high COVID-
19 infection and death rate. This is because a denser population could result in a higher extent of 
social mixing, and therefore raise the chance of virus transmission between individuals. Even from 
the perspective of probability2, one could reasonably argue that a higher population density will 
increase the hazard of COVID-19 exposure, especially since it is basically unknown whether or 
not a passer-by carries the virus. More technologically, as is stated in Li et al.’s study on density 
and epidemics (2018), contagion is a form of diffusion in which the virus or bacteria jump from 
one individual to another. If the transmission takes place through air or water both intuition and 
mathematical modeling would suggest that it is facilitated by a higher population density. 
However, these assumptions are scientifically valid only in small-scaled observations, for 
example at the size of a building, where the calculated population density could actually reflect 
people’s average social distance. As scale increases, and the scope of analysis goes beyond a 
certain threshold, reaching the scale of political boundaries for example, the value of the calculated 
                            
2 Analogous to The Law of Mass Action in Chemistry.  
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population density could be pulled upwards by the distances between residences, or even between 
settlements, and may no longer represent human-scaled social distances. For instance, a historical 
study on influenza and pneumonia at the scale of US states (US Bureau of the Census, 1918) 
suggested that no correlation could be identified between the influenza death rate and state 
population density. Wheaton and Thompson (2020) studied COVID-19 at two different scales – 
US counties and Metropolitan Areas (MSAs), and found that population density had a constant 
and intense impact only at county level, which was a much smaller geographical boundary 
compared to MSAs.  
On this basis, researchers should question whether large-scale population density is still 
suitable for reflecting the extent of social mixing for the whole region. As a result, the effect of 
regional population density on SARS-CoV-2 spread might vary with specific conditions and time.  
On the other hand, population size would also potentially account for the extent of social 
mixing in a given area, but from a different perspective. According to urban planning theory, 
agglomeration forms the cities (Glaeser, 2008), which then nurture human societies. Conceptually, 
a larger population size would form a more prosperous and cohesive human settlement, producing 
better service and strengthening interpersonal connections. Or put in another way, larger 
settlements usually create more chances for interpersonal contacts, and therefore could bring about 
higher hazard of infection. At the same time, however, one must consider the growth in health 
service capacity of an urban area when the population size expands - this, in turn, could lower the 
hazard of transmission. Thus, given the complicated effect that the growth in population size could 
cause on the intermediate variables, we also couldn’t arrive on a fixed conclusion for the influence 
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of population size on COVID-19 severity of a region. Note that by illustrating the potential impacts 
of population size on the spread of the pandemic, I wouldn’t argue that population works to add a 
“volume” to a specific concentration of COVID-19 case rate or death rate. Instead, I am trying to 
present the influences of population size at the same dimension of population density in a unit of 
area. Or put it another way, if two unit-areas3, each as a fraction of a settlement, have the same 
population density, one in a bigger settlement with a larger population size while the other in a 
smaller one, the extent of social mixing within them would be different.  
Given these concerns, it is not surprising to find out that the existing research outcomes on the 
effect of population density and size have been vigorously-debated.  
Most published existing research results support the view that population density does 
improve local COVID-19 case and death rate, while without a focus on the effect of population 
size. Simon (2020) analyzed the first 500 COVID-19 cases identified in United Kingdom, and 
calculated higher odds of a positive test in urban areas. Nidhi et al. (2020) and Bhadra et al. (2020) 
also pointed out that a “not-so-surprising” result of positive association exists between urban 
population density and the COVID-19 cumulative severity ratio (CSR) of a state in India. 
Conversely, Felipe (2020) found no evidence to support any relationship existing between 
population density and COVID-19 cases and deaths in the US. Hamidi et al. (May 2020) found 
that when having population fixed4, denser counties in the US actually had lower COVID-19 rate. 
Sun et al. (2020) argued that under strict lockdown policy in China, COVID-19 rate was no longer 
                            
3 A unit-area means an area with a normalized size, e.g. a square mile.  
4 “Having population fixed” means that taking population as one of the independent variables at the same time.  
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associated with population density. More complicatedly, Nir (2020) found no main effect for 
density in Israeli cities, while a conditional effect for density could be detected if taking urban 
socio-political attributes into account. Angel and Alejandro (2020), however, corrected the 
statement holding that COVID-19 thrives in larger cities instead of denser ones in the US. In those 
studies that argued against the effect of population density, the population size was usually 
simultaneously used as an independent variable and proved to be the actual influencer.  
In general, we could observe a pattern of distribution of the existing standpoints for the 
researchers. Studies focusing on Chinese cities before 2020 spring (Sun et al., 2020) mostly denied 
the effect of population density on COVID-19 spread, while later studies (Han & Jia, 2020 and 
Zhu et al., 2020) seemed to observe density’s positive relation with COVID-19 spread. In the 
studies on other Asian (Codera et al., 2020) and European countries (Yaylali, 2020), the results 
tend to agree on the positive influence of population density on COVID-19 hazard (both in terms 
of SARS-CoV-2 infection rate and death rate). The studies in the US, however, are quite different 
and highly subject to political influence (Hamidi, 2020 and Carozzi, 2020). The overall trend was 
that the earlier studies weighed population size over density, some asserting that density was not 
an influential factor at all, while later studies gradually found that population density and size both 
played an important role in increasing COVID-19 hazard.  
What might have caused the differences among the results? Various factors could be involved. 
First and foremost, it is possible that data from different phases of the pandemic could yield 
different results. During the very early stage of the pandemic, when a large number of incubating 
cases and virus carriers are not well identified, and when the transmissibility and virulence of the 
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virus haven’t yet been recognized by the public, the extent of social mixing could be as much as 
usual. As a result, the effect of density on social mixing will be fairly strong and following 
established patterns, and in turn have larger impact on COVID-19 growth. In later phases of 
pandemic, however, when the government starts to take administrative measures to protect the 
public, and when the mass media works to advocate the importance of social distancing, the 
deepness of social mixing will be reduced as time goes by, and therefore, the effect of density 
would also become smaller on COVID-19 growth.  
Secondly, political factors, such as the local beliefs about the virus and the region’s policy 
reactions related to COVID-19 (Nir, 2020), will also affect density’s influence on the number of 
COVID-19 cases in many countries including the United States. For one thing, in accord with 
specific economic policies, the dominant attitude towards pandemic may differ between political, 
which will act as an indirect influence on behavior during the pandemic for each party’s supporters. 
For another, the state or county policies aiming at controlling viral spread, for example, “Shelter 
in Place Orders” and “Mask Requirement in Public Spaces”, will not only alter the extent of social 
mixing at a specific level of density but also bring down the transmissibility of the virus at a fixed 
extent of social mixing. Both will further change the impact of density on COVID-19.  
Thirdly, the cultural context will also influence people’s choice of behaviors during the 
pandemic, which results in different amounts of social mixing. Cultural context is different from 
political belief in the sense that it doesn’t change much throughout the pandemic, and would hardly 
produce temporal impacts on COVID-19 time-series data of reported cases or deaths. However, 
this is a very important aspect to consider when interpreting different research results across 
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countries focusing on pandemic influencing factors. For instance, masks and face coverings are 
generally considered fashionable and welcomed in China (Beglin, 2020) even if there is no 
pandemic on-going. Hence, when being advised to wear masks, most Chinese people feel easier 
and less reluctant to obey the guidance. In contrast, in American culture, people don’t enjoy or feel 
accustomed to put on face coverings routinely. Thus, they might not be as active as Chinese people 
in following the mask requirement guidance. This phenomenon is simply one dimension of the 
cultural difference that might cause the effect of density on COVID-19 to change.  
In conclusion, we could hypothesize that the impact of density on COVID-19 is actually 
highly dependent on several regional attributes beyond demographic and socioeconomic status5 - 
the phase of the pandemic, the political factors, and the cultural environment. Or put it another 
way, without accounting for these regional attributes, the net impact of density on COVID-19 
spread could hardly be effectively observed or evaluated.  
However, in most of the existing research mentioned above, there was a lack of socio-political 
indicators and pandemic phase indicators, which qualified the results to its political, cultural, and 
time context, making them unable to be generalized to a broader condition. Although Felipe (2020) 
used 2016 election data as one of the independents, it has been outdated in reflecting a county’s 
political attitude towards the 2020 pandemic. Hamidi et al. (2020) applied “whether or not the 
county had enacted the Shelter-in-Place Policy” as a dummy variable, which didn’t take into 
account how long the policy was active. Other studies focusing on population density’s impact on 
                            
5 Demographic and socioeconomic status were usually well-considered in previous COVID-19 related studies, while the phase of 
pandemic, the political factors, and the cultural environment were seriously neglected.  
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SARS-Cov-2 spread didn’t consider any independent variable related to politics6.  
To avoid this limitation and determine the actual effect of density on COVID-19 beyond time 
and context, I choose US counties as the object of my study, and prepare a list of socio-political 
independent as well as dummy variables controlling the effect of pandemic phases, to purify the 
influence of density. I expect that controlling those variables should yield a clear and stable result 
depicting the role of density in the development of the pandemic at county level in the United 
States, and examine how population size and density may act to determine COVID-19 rate.  
To evaluate the COVID-19 situation in each county, the choices of dependent variables in my 
research are the total number of COVID-19 reported cases, the total number of reported cases per 
1K people, identified deaths accumulative total, identified deaths per 1K people, and a smaller 
manual collection (1282 counties in the sample) of COVID-19 test positivity rate. However, as is 
argued in many studies, the number of reported cases and identified deaths both have severe 
limitations in reflecting COVID-19 spread. For one thing, the number of COVID-19 cases is to a 
large extent dependent on the volume of tests carried out by the state/county, so that a greater 
reported number does not necessarily mean that the state/county really has a larger infected 
population or more virus carriers. For another, theoretically, the number of identified COVID-19 
deaths could be more associated with hospital capacity than the actual extent of COVID-19 spread, 
because the COVID-19 related deaths in record are usually those that got hospitalized prior to 
death, while only some of the patients having extremely severe COVID-19 symptoms actually 
                            
6 That being said, some studies focusing on policy impacts evaluations did consider political aspects, while these had nothing to 
do with studying the impact of population density on the pandemic.  
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took a test or visited the hospital before death. Even though, these two variables are probably the 
best available estimated indicators for COVID-19 spread at county level, as they don’t count one 
person for multiple times, and their records start early since the pandemic was on-set. In contrast, 
the test positivity rate, although considered as an ideal indicator in many Asian studies (Sun et al., 
2020), has not yet become a publicly available data source at county-level on United States Center 
of Disease Control website. The clinical reports could only date back to August 2020 with limited 
information of 14-day average indicators, leaving half of the year 2020’s laboratory records blank. 
Although several states and counties launched test-data-tracker projects and publicized 
accumulatively test volumes by county, the source of data and the calculation method varied7: 
some states directly summed the PCR and antigen test volume sum from CDC clinical reports, 
without taking into consideration the first half of the year 2020; some states only accounted the 
test volume of federal and public hospitals and clinics, while didn’t collect the report data from 
private clinics; before figuring out positivity rate, some counties calculate total number of people 
get tested, while others calculate the total amount of test carried out. What’s more, from some 
states’ COVID-19 data dashboards, we could observe an evident surge of test amount after the 
vaccinations become prevalent in February and March, which might because of the fact that 
emerging on-site work requires regular tests. Many states such as Georgia and Illinois actually had 
most of their COVID-19 test carried out in the past three or four months. Under such situation, the 
COVID-19 positivity rate may be no longer suitable to reflect the extent of COVID spread.  
                            
7 A table containing web url for the county-level test data manually collected in this study is attached to the appendix. On the 
same web url, visualizations of test volume daily/weekly of a county are often presented – these are the evidences for my 
following statements.  
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Nevertheless, to maximize the integrality of this study, I obtained and processed all these types 
of indicators as dependent variables as stated above, despite the limitations of each.  
The small sample size (n=1282) of county-level positivity rate was for one thing due to limited 
time to collect data for completing the thesis, and for another because of different data policies in 
different states. Up until now, I browsed the website of every states, and found that many of the 
states didn’t release the accumulative test volume data or average positivity rate at county level. 
The states that didn’t release this data included California, Colorado, Kentucky, Maine, Mississippi, 
Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Utah, and West 
Virginia. Also, some states released the county-level COVID-19 test-related data, but in the form 
of dynamic webpage visualization, which only allowed visitors to click or hover on a specific 
county to check its data temporarily. These states include Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kansas, 
Minnesota, Montana, South Carolina, South Dakota, Vermont and Wyoming. Due to time limit, 
the counties in these states are also excluded from my data collection. The sample of county-level 
positivity rate included the data of counties in all other states except for these two groups.  
To correct the bias for COVID-19 reported cases and deaths counts (and rates) as much as 
possible, I added the state-level COVID-19 test volume and the county-level hospital ICU bed 
occupancy to the independent variable list to filter the noise they produced on COVID-19 reported 
data. Hopefully in this way, the number of cases and deaths reported could be much more 
representative for evaluating COVID-19 spread of a US county.  
Last but not least, to form a more comprehensively analytical logic, and to address potential 
biases and ambiguity, my study took into consideration the probable difference of mechanisms in 
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SARS-Cov-2 spread in metro and non-metro counties. As many existing studies on US COVID-
19 issue focused on metropolitan areas (Wheaton & Thompson, 2020; Angel and Alejandro, 2020; 
Felipe, 2020), there has been a hole for non-metro county COVID-19 research. According to the 
statement of The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 8 , counties are designated as 
Metropolitan, Micropolitan, or Neither. A Metro area contains a core urban area of 50,000 or more 
population, and a Micro area contains an urban core of at least 10,000 (but less than 50,000) 
population. This definition is raised by a threshold of population size of a county’s core, and could 
to some extent differentiate the socio-cultural backgrounds of the US counties. As illustrated in the 
above paragraphs, such difference in cultural background could probably result in differences in 
how each factor may impact COVID-19 growth, and should be carefully taken into consideration. 
Therefore, additional interaction variables for metro and non-metro counties would have to be 
introduced to my study. These interaction variables are calculated by multiplying the binary metro-
non-metro variable with each of the other variables. In the regression results, the coefficients of 
these interaction variables would explain the difference in impact per unit of each indicators 
between metro and non-metro counties.  
  
                            





Chapter 2. Research Design, Methodology and Data 
2.1 Research Design and Methodology 
 This research aims to build a series of regression models to explain the impact of population 
size and density on the growth of COVID-19 in US counties during different phases of pandemic. 
The main dependent variables are COVID-19 reported cases per 1K people and identified deaths 
per 1,000K people in 100, 200, 300 days9 after the first local case was reported10, while the main 
independent variables are population (thousand people) and weighted population density11. The 
regressions are carried out by Lasso model, which could penalize unnecessary variables by 
reducing their regression coefficient to zero. Akaike's Information Criteria (AIC) and Bayesian 
Information Criteria (BIC) are used as model selection standards respectively, while at the same 
time controlling the largest Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) value smaller than 10. Finally, I 
collected the coefficients and p-values for the main independent variables from different regression 
results, mapped the residuals, and learned from its geographical distribution.  
As complementary steps, several additional models are built with three groups of alternate 
dependent variables: COVID-19 reported cases total number in 100, 200, 300 days after the first 
local case was reported, COVID-19 identified deaths total number in 100, 200, 300 days after the 
first local case was reported, and COVID-19 test positivity rate (sample size n=1269). Before 
normalized by population, the COVID-19 reported cases and deaths number could not reflect a 
                            
9 These three ranges of time were defined using 100 days as a basic interval, because that would be an ideal estimation of a “life 
cycle” for seasonal pandemic surges that differed from county to county, and also influenced by local policies. Over a 100-day 
interval, the relative distribution of accumulative COVID-19 cases and deaths number would have the potential to become very 
different from the previous time range, and could probably lead to a different regression result.  
10 Calculated from the daily COVID-19 cased and deaths data provided by New York Times COVID dataset 
11 Defined in the following paragraphs. 
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national-wide comparable extent of county-level pandemic spread, which is why they are not listed 
as the main dependent variables. However, using them as the dependent variables and run a series 
of regression model is necessary for my study, because we need to clarify whether the relationship 
of population with case per 1K people was determined by the step of normalizing cases with 
population. For the positivity data, due to the poor quality of the sample collection, I would not 
consider it as one of the main dependent variables for evaluating SARS-Cov-2 spread, but it would 
be helpful to build a regression model with it for the purpose of comparison.  
2.2 Introduction for Variable Selection 
In order to compellingly frame my research and unmask the effect of population density and 
size on COVID-19, elaborating the selection of variables based on existing literature is highly 
essential. Generally speaking, I set the log form of accumulative reported cases per 1K people and 
identified deaths per million people as my dependent variables. For the explanatory variables, I 
widely included a variety of socio-economic, demographic, political, environmental, and epidemic 
indicators that could potentially explain the variances of the COVID-19 spread. Among these, the 
main independents are population size and weighted population density 12 . The semi-main 
independent variable is a dummy variable called “metro”, which distinguish metro counties from 
non-metro ones. To support my choice of variables, I carefully illustrated the source and the 
algorithm of calculation (if any) for each variable, provided a comparison among literature on the 
usage of data, and explain why for some research aspects I decided to use a specific variable instead 
of other more broadly-used ones in the context of my study.  
                            
12 Defined in the following paragraphs.  
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2.3 Variables Describing the Extent of COVID-19 Spread 
In terms of evaluating the spread of the epidemic, three indicators are widely used including 
the incidence rate (IR), cumulative mortality rate (CMR) and daily cumulative index (DCI). IR 
was used to describe the distribution of COVID-19, explore the etiological factors, propose an 
etiological hypothesis, and evaluate the efficacy of detection and prevention measures. CMR 
reflects the total deaths due to COVID-19 and is an indicator of the risk of death from COVID-19. 
DCI mainly describes the growth rate of COVID-19 in different countries/regions and is a measure 
of the risk of disease transmission. (Dai, et al. 2020) In the recent studies, cumulative death rate is 
especially preferred by researchers working on US COVID-19 data, arguing that the number of 
daily reported cases is held back by the daily number of COVID-19 test, while COVID-19 deaths 
are mostly reported as they happened and therefore considered closer to truth (Felipe, 2020). 
Another reason that reported COVID-19 deaths became so widely used to represent COVID-19 
spread in the US was that county-level positivity rate is not yet ready to be calculated, because the 
number of COVID-19 test carried out in each county has not become publicly available. As an 
alternative for positivity rate, identified COVID-19 death is thought to have the least bias13.  
As far as I concerned, although the number of reported COVID-19 cases are considered 
misleading because of the huge difference of COVID-19 test volume in each county, the identified 
COVID-19 deaths is also biased, because it is dependent on the share of COVID-19 hospitalization. 
The biases are too evident to ignore. The reporting of COVID-19 deaths occurs mostly in hospitals 
                            
13 Although COVID-19 deaths number sometimes are in different patterns from number of cases due to socioeconomic factors, 
local virulence variation of the virus, or the existence of “super-spreader”.  
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and inpatient health-care settings14(65.3%, 364,043 deaths), where the patients were already tested 
positive of the virus before dying. Although chances are that some home-stay patients did get tested 
before their condition get worse, the fact is that most people died out of the hospital were not yet 
had the chance to get diagnosed, as a large volume of COVID-19 tests are carried out in a relatively 
selective way. Nevertheless, the positivity rate, if ever calculated at county level, would be even 
much less reliable than cases and deaths. One reason for this is that the way COVID-19 tests 
opportunity is distributed is neither random nor wide-ranged enough, so that the tested population 
could hardly be perceived as a “sample” statistically. Even though the positivity rate could reflect 
population changes (e.g. migration during summer) and depict dynamic results overtime, the side-
effect of not targeting at a fixed population would be repeated tests carried on same individuals for 
various reasons. For example, in order to return to work, many employees have to take regular 
COVID-19 tests to access public facilities. In such occasions, the COVID-19 tests carried out 
would tend to be highly biased. On this basis, the positivity rate could be a very imbalanced 
measurement that couldn’t be even compared among counties.  
Considering the pros and cons for every indicator, I picked both the accumulative reported 
COVID-19 cases and the identified COVID-19 deaths for use. I regard each of the two as a separate 
aspect of the COVID-19 spread that couldn’t override one another. However, to offset the biases 
mentioned above, I introduced the number of state-level COVID-19 test15 as an independent to 
filter the influence of COVID-19 test volume, and added several indicators reflecting the bed 
                            





occupancy of county hospitals, which help to neutralize the biases of the identified COVID-19 
deaths. Moreover, I normalized the accumulative cases and deaths to per 1K people and per million 
people respectively, therefore make these values comparable across counties.  
Also, any COVID-19-related indicator selected for a specific study has its own statistical 
scope of time and space, which in most existing studies diverge significantly. For instance, Barak16 
used new verified cases in the last 14 days, William et al. used the accumulative cases on 4/15 and 
5/6 respectively. It is worth mentioning that when the dependent data is collected over a different 
range of time, or at different phases of the pandemic, the result could probably be very different. 
As is concluded in previous parts, existing studies using earlier and later pandemic data mostly 
yield divergent results on the effect of population and density, my study presupposes that the role 
of population and density might change in different phases of pandemic. Therefore, I preprocessed 
the daily COVID-19 reported cases and deaths data into three groups of variables, which calculated 
the accumulative number of cases per 1K people and deaths per 1,000K people at the 100th, 200th, 
and 300th day since the first case was reported in a county, respectively. (Even though the date 
having the first case reported does not represent the first day the pandemic was on set in a county, 
this would be the best available timestamp to approximate the starting point of a regional pandemic 
spread.) With these three groups of variables, three sets of regression models will be built to 
analyze how population size and density perform in different pandemic phases. 17 
                            
16 Barak, Nir and Sommer, Udi and Mualam, Nir, Political Environment Aspects of COVID-19-19: Political Urban Attributes, 
Density and Compliance (September 07, 2020). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3698311 or 
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3698311 
17 Note that although population size and density tend to have a correlation (r-square=0.63), neither of the two influence the 
spread of the pandemic through the other variable. They each individually affects COVID-19 growth in different mechanism; 
their correlation doesn’t harm my study.  
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2.4 Measurements for Population Density 
There is much debate about the definition and measurement of urban population density, 
which it is literally defined as the ratio of population to a legal jurisdiction area. For one thing, the 
"unit size to measure density" varies from study to study. For example, Hamidi et al. 18(2020) 
assess density in reference to counties, Sun et al19. (2020) in reference to provinces, and Barak20 
et al. (2020) in reference to cities. For another, the area to be account for a proper denominator is 
identified by various criteria in different research. Angel, Shlomo and Alejandro21 (2020) and 
Kaicker et al.22 (2020) used urban or urbanized area; Felipe et al. used city census data (taking the 
whole jurisdiction area into account); Barak et al., however, measured three types of density, 
namely a density for a lax quarantine (account for land used for dwelling, educational facilities, 
health services, public services, culture), a density for stringent quarantine (account for land used 
for dwelling, health services, and public services), and a density for dwelling (account for 
residential land used for dwellings only). On the other hand, Felipe (2020) used weighted 
population density other than average population density. He collected the population density for 
all census-blocks within a county and then took the total population weighted mean as indicator of 
‘weighted population density’. Population-weighted density is the mean of the densities of 
                            
18 Hamidi, S., Sabouri, S., and Ewing, R., 2020. Does Density Aggravate the COVID-19-19 Pandemic? Journal of the American 
Planning Association, 0 (0), 1–15. 
19 Sun, Z., Zhang, H., Yang, Y., Wan, H., and Wang, Y., 2020. Impacts of geographic factors and population density on the 
COVID-19-19 spreading under the lockdown policies of China. Science of The Total Environment, 746, 141347. 
20 Barak, Nir and Sommer, Udi and Mualam, Nir, Political Environment Aspects of COVID-19-19: Political Urban Attributes, 
Density and Compliance (September 07, 2020). Available at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3698311 or 
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3698311 
21 Angel, Shlomo and Blei, Alejandro, COVID-19-19 Thrives in Larger Cities, Not Denser Ones (August 4, 2020). Available at 
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3672321 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3672321 
22 Kaicker, Nidhi and Imai, Katsushi S. and Gaiha, Raghav, Severity of the COVID-19-19 Pandemic in India. The Case of Three 
States: Maharashtra, Jharkhand and Meghalaya (October 12, 2020). GDI Working Paper 2020-047, Available at SSRN: 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3709831 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3709831 
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subareas of a larger area weighted by the populations of those subareas (Ottensmann 2018). This 
is to measure average “experienced” density and was popularized in economics after work in 
Rappaport (2008) and Glaeser and Kahn (2004). It can be obtained using spatially disaggregated 
data on the spatial distribution of population and weighting each small unit population density by 
its relative population in the county.  
To conclude, some measures mentioned above (Angel et al., Kaicker et al.) descriptively 
present the relative population carrying capacity of the observed jurisdiction, while other 
calculations (Barak et al.) tend to simulate the actual urban population density of the jurisdiction 
in the physical sense. Felipe’s method sits in the middle of the two extremes.  
Similar to Felipe’s algorithm, I chose the scale of US counties and calculated the weighted 
population density for each county in my research, but the level of spatially disaggregated data 
unit I used was jurisdiction and jurisdiction equivalent (including cities, towns, villages, etc.) 
instead of census blocks. A larger geographical disaggregated boundary could add more sense of 
social mixing into the calculated density, especially considering that with the help of a modern 
transportation system, residents are probable to show up in any place in (or even out of) their 
jurisdiction during the day. If strictly applying the density reflected by census block data, which is 
based on where people live during the night, the result will actually show the population density 
for residences only, which tend to lack of the flexibility of human actions as well as interactions 
all over the region.  
2.5 Unit of Analysis and Limitations 
When selecting different unit size to study the same relationship, researchers will yield 
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different results that actually explain the question from different perspectives. Each perspective 
counts. For example, Wheaton and Thompson 23  tested the correlation between density and 
COVID-19 severity by two different scales of units - metropolitan statistical areas (MSA) and 
counties. They found out that in the MSA level, density was never significant (R²≈0.06), while 
when examining smaller areas like counties and not entire MSAs, the anticipated strong impact of 
density occurred (p＜.05, R² > 0.8). This result could be interpreted by the ongoing epidemic phase 
and its characteristics in the US. At a large scale (MSA level), since the U.S. was experiencing a 
full outbreak period of COVID-19, the number of cases imported into each state was randomly 
distributed and mixed evenly with the local population over the long term, meaning that infection 
rates were mostly determined by the size of the population rather than its density. In a smaller scale 
(county), however, the degree of population mobility and agglomeration is no longer random, 
because at this level the urban structure, population and race, and the distribution of different 
income groups are clearly differentiated. To be specific, high density counties are mostly 
associated with either high concentrations of commercial and recreational activities, or low-
income households, both of which are more vulnerable to the epidemic, thus echo the result 
conducted by Williams and Anne (2020).  
Selecting a proper scale is extraordinarily important for testing the influence of population 
density on COVID-19 spread. Earlier studies in the US on the topic of pandemic mostly chose the 
unit of states and MSAs (metropolitan statistical areas), whose data was easier to access. After The 
                            
23 Wheaton, William C. and Kinsella Thompson, Anne, The Geography of COVID-19-19 Growth in the US: 




New York Times COVID-19 dataset (US county level) was released and became publicly available, 
researchers started to work on the unit of county. Up until now, county is the smallest unit that has 
the most complete national data with free access. Fortunately, this is a suitable scale for my study, 
because at the scale of counties, we could better observe the local population as a whole system 
with randomized social interactions generated. Therefore, I chose to study at the scale of counties24 
for my research.  
2.6 Dealing with the Temporal Impacts of Policy Interventions 
As is visualized below, the COVID-19 curves for accumulative reported cases by county (left) 
and by state (right) seem to differentiate into subgroups with specific patterns. Some counties had 
earlier but less impactful surge around March and April, while others got a severe surge in summer. 
Yet when it comes to November, many counties that had experienced no surges at all started to 
face the most violent surge ever, although those counties having summer surges seemed to be free 
from this winter surge. The time range of the visualized data was from the first reported US case 
came out to late November, when the presidential election just ended.  
                            
24 Although some counties might be organized differently from cities, in New York Times COVID-19 dataset, proper data was 




Image 2-1: Visualizing the Daily Accumulative COVID-19 Cases Per Capita, by State(upper) and 
County(lower) 
The shape of curve is determined by policy intervention on different timestamps 
Data source: New York Times COVID-19 Dataset 
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With later acquired data till early February in 2021, using the accumulative COVID-19 
cases per 1K people and identified deaths per million people respectively as the basis for K-
means classification,25 we could observe that in the long run, whether or not a peak showed 
at around the election month (November - December) defined the major difference between 
the two county groups. The result of the Silhoutte tests illustrated the fact that even though 
there were deviations among counties during the earlier months (before June) as stated above, 
they didn’t further split the best-defined classification results to more groups than two. 
Learning from this classification result, we could know that election made a huge but uneven 
difference on COVID-19 spread in different counties, which was presumably linked to the 
major political belief of the local people (although outliers such as California did exist).  
 
Image 2-2: Silhoutte tests for determining the optimal number of clusters by K-means, for cases(left) and 
deaths(right) 
The higher Silhoutte score, the better the number of clusters would be.  
In both occasions, the optimal clustering number was two.  
Data source: New York Times COVID-19 Dataset 
                            
25 Here I used K-means Clustering method because it could identify each week’s data as a dimension, and wouldn’t mix earlier 





Image 2-3: K-means Clustering results, for COVID-19 cases(left) and deaths(right) at county level 
Red and Yellow lines showed the average patterns of the two clusters, respectively. 
The X axis showed the number of weeks since the first case was reported in the US (point 0 = 2020-1-23). 
The Y axis showed the newly reported weekly COVID-19 cases/deaths per 1K people in a county.  
Data source: New York Times COVID-19 Dataset 
In an ideal condition, the spread of COVID-19 cases and deaths should be following SIER 
model, which means that the growth curves should be symmetrical and have one peak only. In 
reality, however, large events and emergent policies can push or pull the peak to make it happen 
earlier or later, smoother or more violently. In some occasions, socio-political changes could even 
work to shut down the on-going exponential COVID-19 growth by enacting strict quarantine and 
protective policies, or to start a new and more severe exponential growth stage after a previous one 
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because of frequent confusions and chaos under aggravated pandemic pressure.  
The county-level COVID-19 curves in the US were frequently disturbed by socio-political 
changes in the past year, yielding “unexpected” sharp growth and decline afterwards. These 
changes, however, are not helpful for explaining the role of population size and density in COVID-
19 spread, whose impact are supposed to be continuous overtime. Therefore, regardless of what 
the critical political events were, I would capture and filter the noises they had produced on the 
COVID-19 curves before doing my next steps of analysis.  
Accidentally, the time that major noises appeared on COVID-19 curves corresponded to three 
seasons – spring (March 2020 to June 2020), summer (July 2020 to October 2020), and winter 
(after October 2020). Two identifiable characteristics of the noise are a seasonal surge and a 
seasonal convexity. To capture them, I calculated and marked any evident seasonal convexity 
(mean≤0.9*median) on the COVID-19 case curve as the evidence of political intervention being 
enacted in the county. I appended these identified interventions to three main breakout seasons, 
and stored them as three dummy variables respectively. Besides, I added three phase indicators to 
examine the extent of pandemic surges in each common breakout season. If the increase in case 
per capita didn’t exceed .05 per capita, the county was recorded as not having a breakout at that 
season.  
Above dummy variables aim to filter the socio-political noise by the shape of COVID-19 
curves. Beyond these “dynamic” political attributes affecting COVID-19 spread, there are some 
rather “static” ones that also shouldn’t be left out of account. The 2020 election result by county, 
which I acquired by web-scraping from Politico website (with about 25% county data missing), is 
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one of the most important. A hypothesis would be that places with denser Trump supporters were 
likely to muzzle and belittle the severity of the pandemic, less willing to protect themselves with 
masks, medical alcohol, and social distancing, and therefore, more vulnerable to COVID-19. This 
is a decisive and critical factor to consider - even though adding this into independent list will 
reduce the number of observations and somehow introduce bias into my result, I would prefer 
using it.  
Another important aspect that awaits considering would be how well people are protecting 
themselves against COVID-19, which according to my experience, is mostly determined by policy 
control. Specifically speaking, the “Shelter in Place Order” and “Mask Requirement” are two of 
the key orders that help educate and guide the local stay against COVID-19. However, in some 
counties, these two orders ended very early or even never have been enacted. To evaluate the 
influence of these two policies over time for each county, I calculated a group of “enaction index”, 
which is the proportion of days a policy was enacted since the first case was reported in the county. 
This index is able to reflect the share of days a county was “under protection” of a specific policy. 
Compared to New York Times Mask investigation dataset, whose data was collected by sampling 
and within a short time (in only a few days during July), the share of “Mask Requirement” enacted 
days would be a less biased indicator to evaluate the long-term impact of mask wearing in a county. 
Similarly, the share of “Shelter in Place” enacted days is probably a more reliable measurement 
than the “proportion of people staying at home” in COVID-19-Related Travel Statistics, whose 




2.7 Age index 
According to CDC’s recent research, elderly people are more vulnerable to COVID-19, having 
higher chance to develop severe symptoms or die of the pandemic. However, the influence of aging 
does not work binarily – it doesn’t have a clearly cut-off point at 60 years old as is widely supposed 
in many existing papers (that used the “percentage of people over 60 years old” as an indicator). 
Below image provided by CDC shows the approximate risk of COVID-19 infection and deaths by 
age group. As aging is more related to deaths, to reflect the age structure of a county, I calculated 
an age index that disaggregated the population share of every age group with a weight coefficient 
representing the extent of death risk for each. The source of population age structure data was 
extracted from 2019 the American Community Survey table.  
 
Image 2-4: Risk for COVID-19 Infection, Hospitalization, and Deaths by Age Group 
Image source: Center of Disease Control, USA 
2.8 Final Choice of Variables and Descriptive Statistics 
Dependent Variable (in log form): 100-day-accumulative cases per 1K people, 100-day-
accumulative deaths per 1,000K people, 200-day-accumulative cases per 1K people, 200-day-
accumulative deaths per 1,000K people, 300-day-accumulative cases per 1K people, 300-day-
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accumulative deaths per 1,000K people26  
For one thing, calculating the per capita cases/deaths can exclude the influence of population 
scaling, and evaluate exactly how much risk of contagion has been pressed on each citizen in the 
county. For another, 100-day/200-day/300-day accumulative value controlled the time for the virus 
to spread, and showed the cross-section data of how deep the pandemic has infiltrated into the 
county in a given time. The spreading speed is an intuitionistic measurement for COVID-19 
severity (conceptually different from R0 defined in the Epidemiology).  
Independent Variable:  
Main independent variables: population size (total population), weighted population density 
(measured by population dividing the land area at jurisdiction level and then aggregate to county 
boundaries with a weight of population) 
In my study, it would be for one thing unrealistic to acquire density for a specific land-use 
type, and for another, theoretically unnecessary to do so, because I would interpret the concept of 
“population density” as the expectation of the number of people moving around a unit of urban 
area27. This is also the reason why I also take non-metro counties into account to analyze the effect 
of “population density”: even in the least urbanized county, some urbanized areas still exist, and 
the expectation of the number of people moving around a unit of urban area equals to that of a unit 
in any area in the whole county under the classical probability theory. This expectation value equals 
the ratio of population to land area, and reflects population density in my study. To make the 
                            
26 New York Times COVID-19 dataset, available at: https://github.com/nytimes/COVID-19-data 
27 Here we don’t take commuting and travelling into consideration – these are different metrics. We only consider the kind of 
interaction and movements brought by density.  
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expectation more applicable to the actual scale of a city, the jurisdiction-level density values are 
further aggregated to its corresponding county boundary with a weight, which is proportionate to 
its local population size.  
Independent variables for controlling other factors:  
Demographical28:  
Aging index (reflecting the vulnerability of the county’s population age structure to COVID-
19 death) 
Racial share (percentage of white citizens) 
Social: 
Education attainment29 (percentage of population holding or pursuing a bachelor’s degree) 
Mobility30 (standardized values that measure the mobility of people in the county towards 
working places/retail spaces/pharmacies based on cell phone location service data, provided by 
Google) 
Health insurance coverage (percentage of population not registered for health insurance)31 
Travel data beyond county borders: the use of airports and railroads32 
Commuting behavior within and beyond county borders33 
Economic34:  
                            
28 ACS 2019 5-year estimate, US Census Bureau 
29 Socio-economic data provided by the United States Department of Agriculture, available at: https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-
products/county-level-data-sets/download-data/ 
30 Community Mobility Reports, Google, available at: https://www.google.com/COVID-19/mobility/ 
31 ACS 2019 5-year estimate, US Census Bureau 
32 Bureau of Transportation 2020 
33 Bureau of Transportation 2020 




Metro/nonmetro (a dummy variable for categorization purpose, defined by The Office of 
Management and Budget as is stated in the first chapter of the thesis) 
Unemployment (percentage of population unemployed in the year 2018) 
Average household income (average income per person) 
Poverty rate (percentage of population having a ratio of income lower than 135) 
Climate:  
Average temperature and precipitation per season in 202036 
Political:  
COVID-19 policy reaction impact per season37 (a dummy variable measuring whether or not 
a reaction happened) 
2020 election result38 (Trump share) 
The proportion of days having Shelter in Place Order39 
The proportion of days having Mask Requirement40 
Epidemiological:  
Pandemic surge per season41 (a variable measuring the extent of a surge happened in that 
season; =0 if no surge happened; =-1 if no case had been reported.) 
                            
35 The total family income divided by the poverty threshold is called the Ratio of Income to Poverty. The difference in dollars 
between family income and the family's poverty threshold is called the Income Deficit (for families in poverty) or Income 
Surplus (for families above poverty). As is defined by US Census Bureau, a Ratio of Income lower than 1 means poverty.  
36 Environmental data from the Integrated Surface Database (ISD), National Centers for Environmental Information, available at: 
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/cag/county/mapping/110/pcp/202009/4/value 
37 Yielded from COVID-19 data 
38 Scrapped from: https://www.politico.com/2020-election/results 
39 https://healthdata.gov/dataset/COVID-19-state-and-county-policy-orders, calculated in total instead of by periods due to time 
limit 
40 https://healthdata.gov/dataset/COVID-19-state-and-county-policy-orders, calculated in total instead of by periods due to time 
limit 
41 Yielded from COVID-19 data 
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Spatial-Related Factors (for the Geographic Weighted Regression):  
 Facebook social connectedness between counties (Facebook 2020 Dataset42, reflecting the 
potential of mobility across counties) 





Image 2-5: Univariate Distributions of Dependent Variables (6)43 
Cases per 1K people after 100d, 200d, 300d since first case was reported locally; 
Deaths per 1000K people after 100d, 200d, 300d since first case was reported locally.  
                            
43 Since the log method I used was y=ln(x+1) +1 (this was to avoid dealing with ln0 at current step and next steps), every y value 














Image 2-6: Univariate Distributions for Independent Variables (53)44 
Table 2-1 Descriptive Statistics 
Name Type Description Source 
Access 
Date 

















ratio of male to 
female 




proportion of white 
population 





death hazard index 
ACS 2019 2021.1.15 449.662 95.419 104.348 1141.448 
                            
44 These are the univariate distribution of the independent variables before they are standardized by the StandardScalar (forcing 
mean = 0, std = 1).  
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CDC 2021.3.15 8700.494 28080.26 0 666552.6 
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2021.3.15 9.726 23.421 0 431.5 
In case of any difference in some coefficient might exist between metro and non-metro 
counties – for example, the coefficient of population for metro counties might be smaller than non-
metro ones, because once the population reaches a threshold, its marginal impact might shrink – I 
set a series of interaction variables that helps evaluate the metro and non-metro differences in every 
aspects. If an interaction variable couldn’t show any statistical significance, then the interacted 
independent variable has almost the same impact for metro and non-metro counties; otherwise the 
coefficient of the interaction variable would show the marginal difference.  
 Although several variables showed close association with each other in the correlation test, I 
preserved each of the variables for this step. In fact, many high-correlated pairs were the groups 
of interaction variables and their corresponding interacted variables – these pairs were for sure 
highly correlated, but they preserved information of different usage. In the next step, I standardized 
all the independent variables before setting up regression models. The standardization adjusted 








Chapter 3. Results 
3.1 Preliminary Results of OLS Model 
Before excluding any variables, I built an OLS model to see how each indicator could perform 
and override each other. In this OLS model, multicollinearity definitely existed, and as a result, 
among a group of correlated independent variables, the variable with the smallest p value will 
deprive others of the size of regression coefficient as well as the extent of statistical significance, 
and “survive” on the result table. By proceeding this result, we would observe how population 
density and size, if correlated with other variables, could perform in the regression models for 
cases and deaths in different pandemic time periods, and whether or not they are the dominant 
variable among their correlated variable group. This result would be essential to identify the most 
direct relationship existing between a dependent variable and a group of correlated independent 
variables.  
According to this simple OLS result (see Image 3-1, Table 3-1), we could figure out that 
population density has a strong and constant impact (p<0.001) on COVID-19 spread, such that the 
higher the population density value goes, the more COVID-19 is tend to spread in the county. The 
regression coefficient of population density didn’t change evidently as time passed and as 
pandemic phases changes. For reported COVID-19 deaths, population density wasn’t significant 
in 100d and 200d model, indicating that some other collinear factors might override its significance, 
while it showed acceptable statistical significance (p=0.13) for 300d deaths model with a smaller 
coefficient than that of cases models.  
On the other hand, the population size didn’t show stable impact on COVID-19 spread. For 
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the first 100 and 200 days since the pandemic was on record at county level, population size wasn’t 
significant enough (p>0.3) to influence the growth of reported COVID-19 cases compared to other 
independent variables, but showed barely acceptable statistical significance (p=0.25 for 100d, 
p=0.2 for 200d) to affect the identified number of COVID-19 deaths. When it comes to 300 days, 
population size became a strongly significant factor to determine the number of reported COVID-
19 cases (p=0.002) with a relatively large negative coefficient (-0.391), while it didn’t show 
significance for deaths.  
The density interaction variable was neither significant nor impactful. The population size 
interaction variable, however, showed great significance (p<0.01) and impact for later cases and 
earlier deaths, and the coefficient seemed to neutralize the basic population coefficient. This 
finding indicated that the impact of population size on COVID-19 growth might be strong only in 




Image 3-1 Ordinal Least Square Regression Result 
size of dot=regression coefficient, transparency of dot = p-value (invisible if larger than 0.3) 
3.2 Lasso Models Using AIC and BIC Methods (without Multicollinearity) 
 When building the formal models, I chose Lasso Regression algorithm with AIC and BIC 
method to help screen out unnecessary variables. Compared to Ridge and other regression 
algorithms, Lasso Regression performed the best in penalizing redundant variables, which was 
helpful to deal with a large dataset with more than 50 candidate variables. Also, to avoid 
multicollinearity, during the step-by-step regression process, I dynamically screened out any 
variables with a VIF score larger than 10.  
 As I stated above, each group of models consisted of six models, three for reported cases and 
the other three for identified deaths, the dependent variable yielded on 100, 200, and 300 days after 
the first case was reported locally respectively. Besides, since the “pandemic phase variables” 
(including those describing seasonal surges and convexities) were actually concluded from the 
COVID-19 curves and couldn’t serve for future predictions, I did another group of models for AIC 
and BIC without these pandemic phase variables (named as aic2 and bic2 in Table 6). However, 
note that the pandemic phase variables actually worked to filter the non-consistent seasonal impact 
on COVID-19 spread, which were definitely not a result of density or population size (whose 
impact were supposed to work for a long-term scale and show consistency over time). I included 
these variables so as to make sure that the unmasking of population size and density’s effects 
wouldn’t be disturbed by seasonal noises. Adding the model groups without these variables aimed 
to present an option for evaluating the ability of prediction of each variable.  
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 The images and tables below (Image 3-2 to Image 3-5, Table 3-2 to Table 3-5) presents the 
regression results for each group of models. The images show the regression coefficient and level 
of statistical significance for the main independent variables in each model. Red means the 
indicator has a positive impact on COVID-19 spread, while blue means negative. Larger circle 
means that the indicator is more impactful in terms of the regression coefficient, and deeper color 
means that the indicator is statistically more significant. If p-value of a variable is larger than 0.346, 
then the circle will not show up on the crossing point for it. Through these images, we could get a 
quick intuitive understanding of the regression results. The exact value of the coefficients and the 
level of statistical significance for each independent could be looked up from the tables provided 
below.  
 
Image 3-2 Lasso Regression Result using AIC method (with pandemic phase indicators) 
                            
46 70% was my choice of confidence level, because I would want a lower probability of having a type II error, which is the non-
rejection of a false null hypothesis (also known as a "false negative" finding or conclusion.) 
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size of dot=regression coefficient, transparency of dot = p-value (invisible if larger than 0.3) 
 
 
Image 3-3 Lasso Regression Result using AIC method (without pandemic phase indicators) 




Image 3-4 Lasso Regression Result using BIC method (with pandemic phase indicators) 
size of dot=regression coefficient, transparency of dot = p-value (invisible if larger than 0.3) 
 
Image 3-5 Lasso Regression Result using BIC method (without pandemic phase indicators) 
size of dot=regression coefficient, transparency of dot = p-value (invisible if larger than 0.3) 
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Despite the differences in model-building algorithm and different R-square yielded (see Table 
3-6), we could observe an overall consistency in terms of the regression coefficient and the 
statistical significance for our main independent variables, namely population density and size, 
and their interactions with metro. This indicates that the unmasking job was successful.  
After excluding other correlated independent variables competing for p-value with main 
independents, we could now focus on the influence of density and population size on COVID-19 
spread. The results are highly consistent across model groups. The effect of population density was 
mostly significant at the confidence level of p<0.01 (for 100d deaths we got a larger but acceptable 
p = 0.15), while the regression coefficient for density didn’t change much across different 
pandemic phases. It had a slightly larger impact on the number of reported COVID-19 cases than 
identified COVID-19 deaths. The effect of population size was mostly evident on reported 
COVID-19 cases. As time passed, and as the local cases accumulated, both the statistical 
significance and the extent of impact of population size increased greatly. However, for the number 
of reported COVID-19 deaths, population size had very uneven impacts through different periods: 
for 100d deaths, the coefficient was large and positive, with a large p<0.2 that would be barely 
acceptable; for 200d deaths, the coefficient was slightly smaller but negative, with a satisfactory 
p<0.001; for 300d deaths, however, the coefficient had a too large p-value to make sense.  
The interaction variable for population density didn’t quite work for COVID-19 cases, 
meaning that there was almost no difference for the influence of density between metro and non-
metro counties. For COVID-19 deaths, it was highly significant (p<0.01) for the 100-day model, 
having a negative coefficient larger than that of density’s. This means that in the earlier stage of 
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the pandemic, the population density tended to have a negative impact on COVID-19 spread in 
metro counties, and a positive impact in non-metro counties. Such finding echoed some early 
research articles using the data before June that argued an overall negative impact of population 
density. But this metro-nonmetro difference on density’s impact disappeared as the pandemic 
continued to spread.  
The interaction variable for COVID-19 deaths reflected that only in non-metro densities the 
negative impact of density was evidently observable. In metro counties, however, the influence of 
density was still negative, but far smaller than that of non-metro counties (as can be seen from the 
positive coefficient yielded on the interaction variables). P values are omitted from the table, while 
the number of “*” represents: ***< “p = 0.001” < ** < “p = 0.01” < * < “p = 0.05”.  















0.088*** 0.069*** 0.023* 0.025 0.025 -0.071** 
white -0.139*** -0.065*** 0.01 -0.456*** -0.121*** 0 
totalfd 0.184*** 0.045*** 0.017 0.239*** 0.073** -0.012 
winterfd -0.17*** -0.088*** -0.076*** -0.236*** -0.027 -0.032* 
summerfd 0.041*** -0.036*** -0.016*** 0.025 -0.063*** -0.029** 
springfd 0.081*** 0.056*** 0.015** 0.166*** 0.117*** 0.066*** 
summer 0.169*** 0.244*** 0.085*** 0.223*** 0.254*** 0.103*** 
spring 0.121*** 0.07*** 0.041*** 0.301*** 0.133*** 0.085*** 
metro_tavg -0.428*** -0.145* -0.103 -1.652*** -0.892*** -0.347** 
county_tavg_9 0.127*** 0.085*** 0.175*** 0.599*** 0.274*** 0.277*** 
recalculate_den
sity 
0.056*** 0.046*** 0.05*** 0.056 0.011 0.029 
totaldays -0.148*** -0.171*** -0.067*** 0.046 -0.155*** -0.097*** 
non_college 0.093*** -0.009 0.04*** 0.239*** 0.163*** 0.215*** 





0.154*** 0.132*** 0.061* 0.237 0.301*** 0.159** 
county_pcp_1 0.036*** -0.011 -0.077*** 0.045 0.023 -0.03* 
sexratio 0.022*** 0.022*** 0.016*** -0.041 -0.032** -0.01 
airport -0.023*** 0.013** 0.003 -0.054 -0.027 -0.009 
unemployment -0.023*** -0.024*** 0.018*** 0.045 0.062*** 0.055*** 
facebooksci_scal
ed 
-0.025** 0.015* 0.017*** -0.153*** 0.101*** 0.096*** 
icu_beds_used_
7_day_avg 
-0.108** -0.107*** -0.035 -0.25 -0.409*** -0.289*** 
metro_Trumpsh
are 
0.038** 0.045*** 0.002 0.186** 0.036 -0.07*** 
povertyrate 0.029** 0.03*** -0.004 0.018 -0.035 -0.014 
metro 0.34** 0.066 0.109 1.484* 0.999*** 0.704*** 
winter -0.017** 0.218*** 0.177*** -0.105*** 0.11*** 0.15*** 
urban_influence 0.027* 0.011 0.014 0.109 0.016 0.022 
mob_work -0.017 0.02** 0.005 -0.071 -0.024 0.038*** 
mob_ret_rec -0.012 -0.019*** -0.004 0.05 -0.002 -0.023* 
metro_white 0.054 -0.004 0.066*** 0.321* -0.003 -0.003 
total_beds_7_da
y_avg 
-0.062 -0.043 0.001 0.094 0.139 0.115* 
age_index -0.013 -0.022*** -0.034*** 0.057 0.111*** 0.127*** 
mob_gro_pha -0.01 -0.015** -0.003 -0.014 -0.02 -0.008 
commute 0.113 0.049 -0.001 0.846** 0.343* 0.157 
ecotype 0.008 0.004 -0.001 -0.043 -0.014 -0.025** 
county_tavg_5 0.063 0.203*** -0.055 -1.043*** 0.075 0.121 
poputhousand -0.203 -0.102 -0.391*** 1.042 -0.495 0.089 
ruralurban_con
tinue 
-0.02 0.003 -0.054*** -0.101 -0.044 -0.032 
county_pcp_9 -0.01 0.046*** -0.013** 0.034 0.008 -0.057*** 
metro_work 0.044 -0.008 0.114*** -0.24 -0.139 -0.079 
incomepc 0.019 -0.009 -0.026** 0.163* 0.074* 0.051* 
test -0.008 0.014* 0.015*** -0.122*** 0.008 0.074*** 
metro_popu 0.151 0.234* 0.369*** -1.626* 0.375 -0.327 
county_pcp_5 -0.011 0.026** 0.078*** -0.117* -0.009 0.029 
shelter_dshare 0.006 0.004 -0.02*** 0.073** 0.009 -0.077*** 
Workersflow -0.057 -0.158*** -0.015 -0.457 -0.308* 0.08 
mask_dshare -0.006 -0.043*** -0.031*** -0.035 0.026 -0.011 
icu_bed_occu 0.005 0.005 0.009* 0.026 0.027 0.037*** 





-0.005 0.012 -0.002 -0.091 0.032 0.027 
metro_noncolle
ge 
0.011 0.039 -0.002 0.084 0.122* 0.015 
no_healthinsura
nce 
0.003 0.02*** -0.013** -0.033 0.049** 0.023* 
metro_sexratio 0.018 -0.008 -0.034 -0.464 -0.399** -0.345*** 
Trump_share 0 -0.032*** 0 0.024 0.007 0.097*** 
 















0.092*** 0.068*** 0.023 0.025 0.023 -0.074** 
recalculate_den
sity 
0.069*** 0.095*** 0.081*** 0.069 0.049* 0.06*** 
unemployment -0.036*** -0.072*** -0.012* 0.043 0.028 0.03** 
non_college 0.126*** 0.033** 0.059*** 0.29*** 0.209*** 0.238*** 
metro_tavg -0.546*** -0.059 0.003 -1.886*** -0.907*** -0.265* 
white -0.189*** -0.109*** -0.006 -0.543*** -0.178*** -0.025 
summerfd 0.179*** 0.068*** 0.025*** 0.23*** 0.063*** 0.015 
county_pcp_1 0.071*** 0.008 -0.081*** 0.111* 0.06** -0.025 
springfd 0.198*** 0.069*** 0.016*** 0.384*** 0.177*** 0.075*** 
totaldays -0.085*** -0.13*** -0.046*** 0.194*** -0.083*** -0.054*** 
county_tavg_1 -0.345*** -0.732*** -0.422*** 0.47** -0.509*** -0.651*** 
county_tavg_5 0.281*** 0.686*** 0.208*** -0.79*** 0.492*** 0.388*** 
county_tavg_9 0.124*** 0.127*** 0.212*** 0.582*** 0.296*** 0.31*** 
age_index -0.037*** -0.082*** -0.067*** 0.028 0.059*** 0.093*** 
povertyrate 0.048*** 0.07*** 0.02* 0.048 0.001 0.013 
total_icu_beds_
7_day_avg 
0.158*** 0.139** 0.063 0.218 0.299*** 0.152** 
sexratio 0.022** 0.021** 0.015** -0.044 -0.035** -0.012 
urban_influence 0.039** 0.05*** 0.039*** 0.116* 0.045 0.044** 
facebooksci_scal
ed 
-0.027** 0.011 0.014* -0.16*** 0.096*** 0.091*** 
metro 0.386** -0.054 -0.009 1.489* 0.917** 0.56** 
icu_beds_used_
7_day_avg 
-0.103* -0.139*** -0.063* -0.217 -0.418*** -0.306*** 
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mob_ret_rec -0.016* -0.043*** -0.019*** 0.047 -0.02 -0.038*** 
Trump_share 0.017* -0.015 0.006 0.054 0.029 0.107*** 
metro_work 0.083* 0.133*** 0.199*** -0.228 -0.037 -0.003 
ecotype 0.014* 0.011 0.001 -0.038 -0.007 -0.023** 
mob_gro_pha -0.015* -0.015* -0.002 -0.025 -0.023 -0.008 
incomepc 0.037* -0.021 -0.043*** 0.216** 0.084** 0.045 
metro_Trumpsh
are 
0.032 0.018 -0.016 0.19** 0.018 -0.085*** 
metro_white 0.067 0.001 0.067** 0.357** 0.012 0.004 
poputhousand -0.276 -0.69*** -0.827*** 1.087 -0.867** -0.301 
county_pcp_5 -0.019 0.068*** 0.115*** -0.156** 0.005 0.056*** 
ruralurban_con
tinue 
-0.025 -0.019 -0.072*** -0.104 -0.058 -0.047 
total_beds_7_da
y_avg 
-0.055 0.008 0.041 0.115 0.18* 0.161** 
test -0.011 0.003 0.008 -0.135*** -0.004 0.063*** 
shelter_dshare 0.009 -0.001 -0.024*** 0.079** 0.007 -0.08*** 
metro_sexratio 0.081 0.15* 0.056 -0.344 -0.247 -0.233** 
no_healthinsura
nce 
0.01 0.009 -0.023*** -0.019 0.046** 0.014 
metro_popu 0.178 0.786*** 0.764*** -1.791** 0.696* 0.009 
metro_densityk
m2 
-0.013 -0.008 -0.013 -0.107 0.013 0.012 
airport -0.007 0.05*** 0.025*** -0.037 0.003 0.012 
metro_noncolle
ge 
0.031 0.017 -0.017 0.147 0.124 0.01 
commute 0.074 -0.028 -0.023 0.82* 0.273 0.136 
winterfd -0.006 0.076*** 0.017** -0.028 0.131*** 0.046*** 
county_pcp_9 -0.006 0.04*** -0.019** 0.047 0.008 -0.06*** 
mask_dshare -0.004 -0.081*** -0.06*** -0.019 0.005 -0.036*** 
icu_bed_occu 0.003 0.025** 0.025*** 0.013 0.036* 0.05*** 
mob_work -0.002 0.053*** 0.024*** -0.048 0.006 0.06*** 
Workersflow -0.01 -0.067 0.04 -0.392 -0.227 0.136 
miles_railtransit 0 -0.021** -0.012* 0.011 0.005 -0.015 
 

















0.092*** 0.068*** 0.023 0.025 0.023 -0.074** 
recalculate_den
sity 
0.069*** 0.095*** 0.081*** 0.069 0.049* 0.06*** 
unemployment -0.036*** -0.072*** -0.012* 0.043 0.028 0.03** 
non_college 0.126*** 0.033** 0.059*** 0.29*** 0.209*** 0.238*** 
metro_tavg -0.546*** -0.059 0.003 -1.886*** -0.907*** -0.265* 
white -0.189*** -0.109*** -0.006 -0.543*** -0.178*** -0.025 
summerfd 0.179*** 0.068*** 0.025*** 0.23*** 0.063*** 0.015 
county_pcp_1 0.071*** 0.008 -0.081*** 0.111* 0.06** -0.025 
springfd 0.198*** 0.069*** 0.016*** 0.384*** 0.177*** 0.075*** 
Totaldays -0.085*** -0.13*** -0.046*** 0.194*** -0.083*** -0.054*** 
county_tavg_1 -0.345*** -0.732*** -0.422*** 0.47** -0.509*** -0.651*** 
county_tavg_5 0.281*** 0.686*** 0.208*** -0.79*** 0.492*** 0.388*** 
county_tavg_9 0.124*** 0.127*** 0.212*** 0.582*** 0.296*** 0.31*** 
age_index -0.037*** -0.082*** -0.067*** 0.028 0.059*** 0.093*** 
povertyrate 0.048*** 0.07*** 0.02* 0.048 0.001 0.013 
total_icu_beds_
7_day_avg 
0.158*** 0.139** 0.063 0.218 0.299*** 0.152** 
Sexratio 0.022** 0.021** 0.015** -0.044 -0.035** -0.012 
urban_influenc
e 
0.039** 0.05*** 0.039*** 0.116* 0.045 0.044** 
facebooksci_sca
led 
-0.027** 0.011 0.014* -0.16*** 0.096*** 0.091*** 
Metro 0.386** -0.054 -0.009 1.489* 0.917** 0.56** 
icu_beds_used_
7_day_avg 
-0.103* -0.139*** -0.063* -0.217 -0.418*** -0.306*** 
mob_ret_rec -0.016* -0.043*** -0.019*** 0.047 -0.02 -0.038*** 
Trump_share 0.017* -0.015 0.006 0.054 0.029 0.107*** 
metro_work 0.083* 0.133*** 0.199*** -0.228 -0.037 -0.003 
Ecotype 0.014* 0.011 0.001 -0.038 -0.007 -0.023** 
mob_gro_pha -0.015* -0.015* -0.002 -0.025 -0.023 -0.008 
Incomepc 0.037* -0.021 -0.043*** 0.216** 0.084** 0.045 
metro_Trumps
hare 
0.032 0.018 -0.016 0.19** 0.018 -0.085*** 
metro_white 0.067 0.001 0.067** 0.357** 0.012 0.004 
poputhousand -0.276 -0.69*** -0.827*** 1.087 -0.867** -0.301 
county_pcp_5 -0.019 0.068*** 0.115*** -0.156** 0.005 0.056*** 
ruralurban_con
tinue 





-0.055 0.008 0.041 0.115 0.18* 0.161** 
test -0.011 0.003 0.008 -0.135*** -0.004 0.063*** 
shelter_dshare 0.009 -0.001 -0.024*** 0.079** 0.007 -0.08*** 
metro_sexratio 0.081 0.15* 0.056 -0.344 -0.247 -0.233** 
no_healthinsura
nce 
0.01 0.009 -0.023*** -0.019 0.046** 0.014 
metro_popu 0.178 0.786*** 0.764*** -1.791** 0.696* 0.009 
metro_densityk
m2 
-0.013 -0.008 -0.013 -0.107 0.013 0.012 
airport -0.007 0.05*** 0.025*** -0.037 0.003 0.012 
metro_noncolle
ge 
0.031 0.017 -0.017 0.147 0.124 0.01 
commute 0.074 -0.028 -0.023 0.82* 0.273 0.136 
winterfd -0.006 0.076*** 0.017** -0.028 0.131*** 0.046*** 
county_pcp_9 -0.006 0.04*** -0.019** 0.047 0.008 -0.06*** 
mask_dshare -0.004 -0.081*** -0.06*** -0.019 0.005 -0.036*** 
icu_bed_occu 0.003 0.025** 0.025*** 0.013 0.036* 0.05*** 
mob_work -0.002 0.053*** 0.024*** -0.048 0.006 0.06*** 
Workersflow -0.01 -0.067 0.04 -0.392 -0.227 0.136 
miles_railtransi
t 
0 -0.021** -0.012* 0.011 0.005 -0.015 
 















0.092*** 0.068*** 0.023 0.025 0.023 -0.074** 
recalculate_den
sity 
0.069*** 0.095*** 0.081*** 0.069 0.049* 0.06*** 
unemployment -0.036*** -0.072*** -0.012* 0.043 0.028 0.03** 
non_college 0.126*** 0.033** 0.059*** 0.29*** 0.209*** 0.238*** 
metro_tavg -0.546*** -0.059 0.003 -1.886*** -0.907*** -0.265* 
white -0.189*** -0.109*** -0.006 -0.543*** -0.178*** -0.025 
summerfd 0.179*** 0.068*** 0.025*** 0.23*** 0.063*** 0.015 
county_pcp_1 0.071*** 0.008 -0.081*** 0.111* 0.06** -0.025 
springfd 0.198*** 0.069*** 0.016*** 0.384*** 0.177*** 0.075*** 
totaldays -0.085*** -0.13*** -0.046*** 0.194*** -0.083*** -0.054*** 
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county_tavg_1 -0.345*** -0.732*** -0.422*** 0.47** -0.509*** -0.651*** 
county_tavg_5 0.281*** 0.686*** 0.208*** -0.79*** 0.492*** 0.388*** 
county_tavg_9 0.124*** 0.127*** 0.212*** 0.582*** 0.296*** 0.31*** 
age_index -0.037*** -0.082*** -0.067*** 0.028 0.059*** 0.093*** 
povertyrate 0.048*** 0.07*** 0.02* 0.048 0.001 0.013 
total_icu_beds_
7_day_avg 
0.158*** 0.139** 0.063 0.218 0.299*** 0.152** 
sexratio 0.022** 0.021** 0.015** -0.044 -0.035** -0.012 
urban_influenc
e 
0.039** 0.05*** 0.039*** 0.116* 0.045 0.044** 
facebooksci_sca
led 
-0.027** 0.011 0.014* -0.16*** 0.096*** 0.091*** 
metro 0.386** -0.054 -0.009 1.489* 0.917** 0.56** 
icu_beds_used_
7_day_avg 
-0.103* -0.139*** -0.063* -0.217 -0.418*** -0.306*** 
mob_ret_rec -0.016* -0.043*** -0.019*** 0.047 -0.02 -0.038*** 
Trump_share 0.017* -0.015 0.006 0.054 0.029 0.107*** 
metro_work 0.083* 0.133*** 0.199*** -0.228 -0.037 -0.003 
ecotype 0.014* 0.011 0.001 -0.038 -0.007 -0.023** 
mob_gro_pha -0.015* -0.015* -0.002 -0.025 -0.023 -0.008 
incomepc 0.037* -0.021 -0.043*** 0.216** 0.084** 0.045 
metro_Trumps
hare 
0.032 0.018 -0.016 0.19** 0.018 -0.085*** 
metro_white 0.067 0.001 0.067** 0.357** 0.012 0.004 
poputhousand -0.276 -0.69*** -0.827*** 1.087 -0.867** -0.301 
county_pcp_5 -0.019 0.068*** 0.115*** -0.156** 0.005 0.056*** 
ruralurban_con
tinue 
-0.025 -0.019 -0.072*** -0.104 -0.058 -0.047 
total_beds_7_da
y_avg 
-0.055 0.008 0.041 0.115 0.18* 0.161** 
test -0.011 0.003 0.008 -0.135*** -0.004 0.063*** 
shelter_dshare 0.009 -0.001 -0.024*** 0.079** 0.007 -0.08*** 
metro_sexratio 0.081 0.15* 0.056 -0.344 -0.247 -0.233** 
no_healthinsura
nce 
0.01 0.009 -0.023*** -0.019 0.046** 0.014 
metro_popu 0.178 0.786*** 0.764*** -1.791** 0.696* 0.009 
metro_densityk
m2 
-0.013 -0.008 -0.013 -0.107 0.013 0.012 





0.031 0.017 -0.017 0.147 0.124 0.01 
commute 0.074 -0.028 -0.023 0.82* 0.273 0.136 
winterfd -0.006 0.076*** 0.017** -0.028 0.131*** 0.046*** 
county_pcp_9 -0.006 0.04*** -0.019** 0.047 0.008 -0.06*** 
mask_dshare -0.004 -0.081*** -0.06*** -0.019 0.005 -0.036*** 
icu_bed_occu 0.003 0.025** 0.025*** 0.013 0.036* 0.05*** 
mob_work -0.002 0.053*** 0.024*** -0.048 0.006 0.06*** 
Workersflow -0.01 -0.067 0.04 -0.392 -0.227 0.136 
miles_railtransi
t 
0 -0.021** -0.012* 0.011 0.005 -0.015 
 















0.092*** 0.068*** 0.023 0.025 0.023 -0.074** 
recalculate_den
sity 
0.069*** 0.095*** 0.081*** 0.069 0.049* 0.06*** 
unemployment -0.036*** -0.072*** -0.012* 0.043 0.028 0.03** 
non_college 0.126*** 0.033** 0.059*** 0.29*** 0.209*** 0.238*** 
metro_tavg -0.546*** -0.059 0.003 -1.886*** -0.907*** -0.265* 
white -0.189*** -0.109*** -0.006 -0.543*** -0.178*** -0.025 
summerfd 0.179*** 0.068*** 0.025*** 0.23*** 0.063*** 0.015 
county_pcp_1 0.071*** 0.008 -0.081*** 0.111* 0.06** -0.025 
springfd 0.198*** 0.069*** 0.016*** 0.384*** 0.177*** 0.075*** 
totaldays -0.085*** -0.13*** -0.046*** 0.194*** -0.083*** -0.054*** 
county_tavg_1 -0.345*** -0.732*** -0.422*** 0.47** -0.509*** -0.651*** 
county_tavg_5 0.281*** 0.686*** 0.208*** -0.79*** 0.492*** 0.388*** 
county_tavg_9 0.124*** 0.127*** 0.212*** 0.582*** 0.296*** 0.31*** 
age_index -0.037*** -0.082*** -0.067*** 0.028 0.059*** 0.093*** 
povertyrate 0.048*** 0.07*** 0.02* 0.048 0.001 0.013 
total_icu_beds_
7_day_avg 
0.158*** 0.139** 0.063 0.218 0.299*** 0.152** 
sexratio 0.022** 0.021** 0.015** -0.044 -0.035** -0.012 
urban_influenc
e 





-0.027** 0.011 0.014* -0.16*** 0.096*** 0.091*** 
metro 0.386** -0.054 -0.009 1.489* 0.917** 0.56** 
icu_beds_used_
7_day_avg 
-0.103* -0.139*** -0.063* -0.217 -0.418*** -0.306*** 
mob_ret_rec -0.016* -0.043*** -0.019*** 0.047 -0.02 -0.038*** 
Trump_share 0.017* -0.015 0.006 0.054 0.029 0.107*** 
metro_work 0.083* 0.133*** 0.199*** -0.228 -0.037 -0.003 
ecotype 0.014* 0.011 0.001 -0.038 -0.007 -0.023** 
mob_gro_pha -0.015* -0.015* -0.002 -0.025 -0.023 -0.008 
incomepc 0.037* -0.021 -0.043*** 0.216** 0.084** 0.045 
metro_Trumps
hare 
0.032 0.018 -0.016 0.19** 0.018 -0.085*** 
metro_white 0.067 0.001 0.067** 0.357** 0.012 0.004 
poputhousand -0.276 -0.69*** -0.827*** 1.087 -0.867** -0.301 
county_pcp_5 -0.019 0.068*** 0.115*** -0.156** 0.005 0.056*** 
ruralurban_con
tinue 
-0.025 -0.019 -0.072*** -0.104 -0.058 -0.047 
total_beds_7_da
y_avg 
-0.055 0.008 0.041 0.115 0.18* 0.161** 
test -0.011 0.003 0.008 -0.135*** -0.004 0.063*** 
shelter_dshare 0.009 -0.001 -0.024*** 0.079** 0.007 -0.08*** 
metro_sexratio 0.081 0.15* 0.056 -0.344 -0.247 -0.233** 
no_healthinsura
nce 
0.01 0.009 -0.023*** -0.019 0.046** 0.014 
metro_popu 0.178 0.786*** 0.764*** -1.791** 0.696* 0.009 
metro_densityk
m2 
-0.013 -0.008 -0.013 -0.107 0.013 0.012 
airport -0.007 0.05*** 0.025*** -0.037 0.003 0.012 
metro_noncolle
ge 
0.031 0.017 -0.017 0.147 0.124 0.01 
commute 0.074 -0.028 -0.023 0.82* 0.273 0.136 
winterfd -0.006 0.076*** 0.017** -0.028 0.131*** 0.046*** 
county_pcp_9 -0.006 0.04*** -0.019** 0.047 0.008 -0.06*** 
mask_dshare -0.004 -0.081*** -0.06*** -0.019 0.005 -0.036*** 
icu_bed_occu 0.003 0.025** 0.025*** 0.013 0.036* 0.05*** 
mob_work -0.002 0.053*** 0.024*** -0.048 0.006 0.06*** 
Workersflow -0.01 -0.067 0.04 -0.392 -0.227 0.136 
miles_railtransi
t 
0 -0.021** -0.012* 0.011 0.005 -0.015 
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Table 3-6 Comparing R-Square of Different Models 
R-square aic1 aic2 bic1 bic2 
cases_100d 0.623344 0.542626 0.601067 0.500087 
cases_200d 0.787589 0.5754 0.774442 0.56517 
cases_300d 0.674234 0.490204 0.645278 0.455302 
deaths_100d 0.321209 0.298198 0.250711 0.252159 
deaths_200d 0.487039 0.434842 0.458167 0.412751 
deaths_300d 0.481186 0.432284 0.472229 0.419706 
Image 3-6   Lasso Regression (AIC, with pandemic phase indicators) Residual Distribution 
cases 100d                                  deaths 100d 
 
cases 200d                                  deaths 200d 
 
cases 300d                                  deaths 300d 
 





Image 3-7 Classifying the Outliers (Alaska excluded) 
Areas with missing data are left blank.  
3.3 Residuals and Outliers 
As can be seen from the R-square table (Table 3-6 above), the best-fit model was the AIC 
model with the pandemic phase variables preserved. After selecting this model, I mapped the 
residuals geographically (Image 3-6 above) to inspect the distribution of outliers. It seemed that 
the 100-day cases and the 300-deaths models didn’t perform in a desirable way – the former had 
most residuals positive (over-predicting) and the latter had most residuals negative(under-
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predicting). In order to figure out what was the reason, I categorized the counties using DBSCAN 
algorithm according to their residuals, and found out that the outlier counties (Image 3-7, marked 
red, 367 in total) were clustering in a few states, which were roughly VA, NC, WI, WY, WA.  
3.4 Additional Models and Results 
3.4.1 Using Test Positivity as Dependent Variable 
Table 3-8 Regression Result: Test Positivity Rate as Dependent Variable 
Variables Coefficient P-values 
metro_work -0.310974*** 0.000 
metro_Trumpshare -0.236592*** 0.000 
county_tavg_9 -0.076003** 0.003 
miles_railtransit -0.046961* 0.062 
county_pcp_9 -0.046067* 0.062 
Trump_share -0.038658 0.151 
R-Square 0.059 
The model performed extremely poor with a low R-square of 0.059. Density and population are both 
missing from the summary table because they are not statistically significant at all.  
*** <0.001, **<0.01, *<0.05 
As is stated in the first and the second chapters, the test positivity rate data sample only 
includes 1282 counties, and might not be representative for the whole United States. For the 
purpose of comparison, I built a model using test positivity rate as dependent variable, and the 
regression results were listed above (Table 3.4-1). Unfortunately, the model was poorly fitted with 
an extremely low R-square of 0.059, and both population density and size were excluded from the 
significant variable list. Yet we couldn’t arrive at the conclusion that population density or size 
don’t affect test positivity rate, because the test positivity data was too poor in quality. It would be 
of higher chance that the poorly fitting result was due to the messy data source and various ways 
of calculating test volume in different counties. Also, probably because many states had a huge 
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volume of COVID-19 test in the recent three to four months after the massive distribution of 
vaccine for the purpose of returning to work, the positivity rate might have been seriously affected, 
and no longer able to reflect the share of sick people. In all, this regression result might not 
currently be helpful for our study.  
3.4.2 Using Dependent Variables Without Population Normalization 
Table 3-8 Regression Result: Total Reported Cases and Deaths as Dependent Variables 
Features Poputhousand recalculate_density metro_popu metro_recalcu_density 
Coef_cases_100d 14795.43*** 526.84 0 2257.93*** 
p_cases_100d 0 0.139 1 0 
R²_cases_100d 0.867 
Coef_cases_200d 255.22*** 28.67*** 0 70.70*** 
p_cases_200d 0 0 1 0 
R²_cases_200d 0.854 
Coef_cases_300d 8560.90*** 0 0 0 
p_cases_300d 0 1 1 1 
R²_cases_300d 0.873 
Coef_deaths_100d 174.15*** 10.50 0 71.13*** 
p_deaths_100d 0 0.092 1 0 
R²_deaths_100d 0.802 
Coef_deaths_200d 885.42*** 0 0 1120.45*** 
p_deaths_200d 0 1 1 0 
R²_deaths_200d 0.729 
Coef_deaths_300d 28.41*** 15.87** 0 70.84*** 
p_deaths_300d 0 0.004 1 0 
R²_deaths_300d 0.637 
*** <0.001, **<0.01, *<0.05 
Other variables are not included in the table for succinctness.  
After switching the dependent variables to total reported cases and deaths (not normalized by 
population), the regression models yielded more statistical constant result with evidently higher 
R-square values. In these models, population was able to account for most variations, and kept to 
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have a perfect p-value smaller than 0.001. However, this wasn’t surprising, because the total 
reported case or deaths were supposed to grow as population expand theoretically, given a 
transmissivity rate. It worked as adding a “volume” to the unit case rate. This also accounted for 
the result that the interaction variable “metro_popu” was never significant in these models: this 
was a simple relationship between concentration and volume, and therefore didn’t differ between 
metro and non-metro counties. What would be interesting was that the population density and the 
interaction variable for density were both positively related with some of the dependent variables. 
This indicated that a higher density would have a higher COVID-19 reported cases or deaths 
keeping population the same, and in metro area, such relationship would be stronger.  
Nevertheless, this model couldn’t answer my research question, because reported cases and 
deaths couldn’t reflect the extent of virus spread in a county. Normalization is required for the 
study. This model could actually help address the mathematical problem of “whether or not a 
negative relationship between population size and pandemic spread should logically exist”, or “if 
the negative relationship was simply stem from the positive correlation between population size 
and non-normalized COVID-19 cases and deaths data”. The answers are “no”. From the 
interpretation of the regression result, we could see that the impact of population size on non-
normalized COVID-19 cases and deaths data were relatively average over metro and non-metro 
counties, it seemed that it roughly worked as a multiplier for per capita case rate. If so, then after 
normalizing the dependent variables by population, population as an independent variable should 
show no statistical significance, or a relatively zero coefficient, in the main regression result. 
However, what we observed from the result tables (presented in pages above) showed us that the 
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coefficients of population were actually negative and super large, at least larger than that of 
population density. What’s more, the regression coefficient for population in the main regression 
result were mostly stable, which was very different from this regression result. If the negative 
values were result from using population as denominator for dependent variables, the patterns of 
regression coefficients of population should stay similar in absolute values in the two groups of 
models. But the patterns were very different: when using non-normalized dependent variables, the 
regression coefficient for population changed from 28.61 to 14795; when using normalized 
dependent variables, the regression coefficient for population stayed in the same order of 
magnitudes and didn’t change much. This would be a direct evidence for proving that the negative 
coefficients of population size in the main regression models were not simply a mathematical result, 
but highly explainable by fact. Moreover, in the non-normalized model, we could see that the 
population interaction variable (metro_popu) was never statistically significant, while in the 
normalized model, it was highly significant. This would be another definitive evidence to clarify 
that the negative coefficients of population size were more of a natural result than a biased 




Chapter 4. Discussion 
The final results of my analysis showed that in most pandemic periods, the spread of the 
pandemic could be accelerated by higher population density, while hindered by larger population 
size. The impact of density didn’t differ between metro and non-metro counties, while the impact 
of population size did. In non-metro counties, a larger population size could be much more helpful 
to control the spread of the virus compared to non-metro counties.  
 To interpret the results, we could infer that the impact of density on COVID-19 virus spread 
would be based on everyday social-mixing, which reflects the established daily patterns of 
activities. This would be stable and similar in both metro and non-metro counties, and might not 
change much as pandemic phase changes. The impact of population size on COVID-19 virus 
spread would be based on the provision of services, resources, and organized socio-political orders 
that might help people fight together against the pandemic. Such provisions would be highly 
helpful in non-metro areas, which are particularly in need of them, while might be much less 
impactful in metro areas that already equipped with many of these stuffs.  
 My study was able to explain different results of existing COVID-19 and density related 
research by the missing of socio-political variables, pandemic phase variables, and cultural 
variables. With a comprehensive and creative selection of independent variables, my regression 
models could safely unmask the impact of population density from the complex mechanism that 
determines the spread of the pandemic. The application of state-level test data, “Shelter-in-Place 
Order” and “Mask Requirement” data, the calculation of weighted population density, the web-
scraping of the latest election data, and even the arduous collection of county-level test positivity 
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rate data, are all novel trials towards studying this issue that never have been done by any other 
researchers. Besides, the logic of breaking down the dependent variables into different pandemic 
sections is also never considered by existing studies. In conclusion, this study would be valuable 
for understanding the relationship of COVID-19, population density, and population size, during 
the whole course of the pandemic in the United States at county level, and to a great extent avoid 
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Appendix: Test Positivity Rate Data Sources 
code state source 
AL Alabama https://bamatracker.com/ 
AK Alaska https://coronavirus.maryland.gov/ 
AZ Arizona https://azdhs.gov/covid19/data/index.php#lab-testing 
AR Arkansas https://experience.arcgis.com/experience/c2ef4a4fcbe5458fbf2e48a21e4fece9 
CA California https://covid-19.acgov.org/data.page 





HI Hawaii https://hiema-hub.hawaii.gov/ 
IL Illinois https://www.dph.illinois.gov/covid19/covid19-statistics 
IN Indiana https://hub.mph.in.gov/dataset/covid-19-county-statistics 
IA Iowa https://coronavirus.iowa.gov/pages/access 
LA Louisiana https://ldh.la.gov/coronavirus/ 




MI Michigan https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7 







NM New Mexico https://cvprovider.nmhealth.org/public-dashboard.html 
NY New York https://health.data.ny.gov/ 
ND North Dacota https://www.health.nd.gov/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/north-dakota-
coronavirus-cases 











TN Tennessee https://www.tn.gov/health/cedep/ncov/data.html 
TX Texas https://dshs.texas.gov/coronavirus/AdditionalData.aspx 
VA Virginia https://www.vdh.virginia.gov/coronavirus/coronavirus/covid-19-in-virginia-
testing/ 
WA Washington https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/DataDashboard 
WI Wisconsin https://data.dhsgis.wi.gov/datasets/covid-19-historical-data-by-
county/data?orderBy=DATE&orderByAsc=false 
CT Connecticut https://data.ct.gov/Health-and-Human-Services/COVID-19-Test-Results-by-
Date-of-Specimen-Collecti/qfkt-uahj/data 
 
